Zen and
the Art
of Mantra
Maintenance
AS THE O.G. OF WELLNESS,
DONNA KARAN’S EAST HAMPTON
COMPOUND IS A SERENE SANCTUARY
SHE SHARES WITH DAUGHTER GABBY
KARAN DE FELICE AND FAMILY.
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“Yoga has been something my
mother and I have been doing
since I was a kid,” says Gabby de
Felice, pictured on her shared
estate with mother Donna
Karan. “It’s always been very
much a part of my life.” Karan
wears the Draped Cropped
Jumpsuit in Smokey Teal; de
Felice wears the One Shoulder
Draped Dress in Smokey Teal,
both by Urban Zen

“

“I always say if you can’t sleep in it and can’t go out in
it—I don’t want it,” says fashion icon Donna Karan.
The longtime East Ender has made this mantra extend
to her Hamptons homes—or compound, rather, where
she and her late husband built a series of homes for their
family, including one for her daughter, Gabby Karan
de Felice, and her family. “We have four houses all
on the water here, and each house is totally different,”
explains Karan.
Much like her simple yet sensual, globally
inspired collections for Urban Zen (urbanzen.com),
the homes are stripped down and streamlined,
showcasing the raw beauty of the materials, and the
stunning landscape and seaside outside. “That’s what
I love about the house most,” Karan explains of the
indoor-outdoor focus. “I never stay inside—I’m an
outside person.” Washed linens, weathered Balinese
woods and neutral palettes are punctuated by Karan’s
late husband’s artwork. The focus on wellness is not
mere branding. Karan practices what she preaches:
Her home is outfitted with an Iyengar yoga wall as
well as meditation areas—“I have a whole studio that’s
a spa and a yoga room,” she says.
Karan started practicing yoga at the age of 18.
“That’s what my whole life is about,” she explains of
her lifelong focus on wellness and of the inspiration
to create Urban Zen and the corresponding Urban
Zen Foundation (urbanzen.org). “I started this whole
project because unfortunately I’ve had death my
whole life around me, ever since I was 2 years old,”

“It’s where all the things
I care most about come
together,” says Karan
of Urban Zen (pictured
at the Sag Harbor
location). Karan wears
the Utilitarian Jumpsuit
in Paperbag, Bias Cowl
top in Paperbag, Sandal
Calleen Cordero for
Urban Zen, Circle and
Square Leather bracelets
handmade in Italy, all
from Urban Zen

Karan says. “My father died and then my mother…
everybody died of cancer.” Today, Karan is at the
forefront of health, offering holistic patient care with
the Urban Zen Integrative Therapy Program.
Wellness has been at the epicenter of the family
from the start. Karan and her daughter began
practicing yoga together when de Felice was a toddler.
“It’s been a mother-daughter thing since I was a kid,”
de Felice explains. The family also regularly gets
acupuncture as well as incorporates juicing and a raw
food diet into their lifestyle. “It’s just so embedded in
how we live. We don’t preach it; it’s just the norm,” de
Felice says. “I grew up having juices—literally since I
was 8.”
When it comes to design, de Felice offers how her
aesthetic differs somewhat from her mother’s taste.
“I do things supersimple,” she explains. “I think I’m
more pure than my mom.” Because she’s spent so much
of life traveling and on the go, de Felice has tried to
make her home her quiet place. Inspired by a home
in Parrot Cay, she worked with builder Larry Kane
to construct her refined retreat. “I wanted my own
separate sanctuary,” she says. Her impeccable taste
also can be seen in her restaurants. “I love creating
environments,” she says of her Tribeca and Hamptons
hot spot Tutto il Giorno (tuttoilgiorno.com). “And
restaurants have become so much more than food. It’s
become about creating a space and a place for people
to have fun with their friends and family. In all my
restaurants, I’ve always had an Urban Zen table in the
communal area, which was in the center and sort of
made my room feel like a living room,” she says.
It’s clear the mother-daughter duo, no matter
their differences, both value sanctuary. “Not too many
people live out here, which is great,” Karan says. “In
fact, most people don’t know how to get to my house.”
Paradise lost indeed.

“URBAN ZEN EMBODIES DRESSING AND ADDRESSING PEOPLE
BOTH ON THE INSIDE AND THE OUTSIDE,” SAYS KARAN.

“It’s... loving to create
places people enjoy,” says
de Felice of her restaurants
(pictured at Tutto il Giorno
in Southampton). de Felice
wears the Sleeveless
Wrap and Tie Shirtdress in
Paperbag by Urban Zen

“It’s just so embedded in
how we live,” says de Felice
of living a clean and healthy
lifestyle with her family and
the wellness philosophy Karan
instilled. Karan wears the Big
Shirt in White and the Crushed
Pleated Skirt in White; de Felice
wears the Belted Bib Front
Shirt in White, all by Urban Zen

